TAMKO

®

TW Underlayment

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS
SAFETY PRECAUTION

Personal fall protection devices should always be used when applying TW UNDERLAYMENT, frost or debris may decrease the
traction while walking on TW UNDERLAYMENT. PLEASE EXERCISE CAUTION DURING INSTALLATION.

SURFACE PREPARATION

To begin, remove any dust, dirt, loose nails or other protrusions from the deck of new roofs. Remove all shingles, roofing felt,
nails, or other existing roofing materials and debris from the deck of existing roofs. Sweep thoroughly to remove any dust and dirt.
Apply TW UNDERLAYMENT only in fair weather and when air, substrate, and membrane are at temperatures of 40° F or higher.
Primer is generally not required for surfaces that are smooth, clean, and dry. In any case where adhesion is found to be marginal,
prime with TAMKO TWP-1 or TWP-2 primers at the designated coverage rates. Priming is always required when adhering to
concrete.

FOR ROOF DECKS
Apply TAMKO TW UNDERLAYMENT from low to high point in shingle fashion as shown below, so that laps will shed water.
Overlap edge seams 4". End seams should be overlapped 6" and staggered. Where necessary, the membrane may be unrolled and
cut into 10-to 15-foot lengths. Align the membrane. Peel off 6" to 12" of release film from one end and adhere that portion of
the membrane using a heavy hand pressure. Broom in the remaining membrane, using a heavy to medium bristle broom, while
removing the release film. Utilize sufficient pressure with the broom to promote adhesion to the substrate. Care must be taken not
to damage the membrane when brooming.

FOR VALLEYS AND RIDGES
Where necessary, the membrane may be unrolled and cut into 4- to 6-foot lengths. Peel the release film, center and drape the sheet
over the valley or ridge as appropriate. Adhere the sheet by hand, pressing and working from the center of the valley or ridge outward in each direction, then broom the sheet into place to promote the adherence to the substrate. For valleys, apply the membrane
starting at the lowest point and work upward. Overlap all sheets a minimum of 6 inches. The TW UNDERLAYMENT should be
used on "closed valley" applications only. TW UNDERLAYMENT should not be left permanently exposed to the weather. It must
be covered by roofing materials.
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APPLICATION WITH ROLL LENGTH PARALLEL TO THE ROOF SLOPE
TAMKO TW Underlayment may be applied with the long dimension of the roll running parallel to the roof slope in situations
where the roof slope equals or exceeds 21 inches per foot. In these applications, side laps must be a minimum of 4" wide. All side
and end laps must be rolled with a roofing seam roller in addition to brooming the entire surface.

VENTILATION
A vapor retarding layer may result when TW Underlayment is installed over an entire roof deck. Design of the entire roof system
and the area immediately beneath the roof deck (e.g. attic, plenum, conditioned space) to properly address potential moisture and
heat accumulation is the responsibility of design professional (e.g. architect, engineer) and the building owner. Specific ventilation requirements expressed in applicable building codes or necessitated by the roof covering may apply and should be considered.

